In the past, every progress of movie animation towards realism was viewed positively. However, recently, as computer animation is becoming more and more realistic, some people perceive the resulting realism negatively, as creepy. Similarly, everyone used to welcome robots that looked and behaved somewhat like humans; however, lately, too-humanlike robots have started causing a similar negative feeling of creepiness. There exist complex psychology-based explanations for this phenomenon. In this paper, we show that this empirical phenomenon can be naturally explained simply by physical induction -the main way we cognize the world.
1 Realistic Animation Is Creepy: An Empirical Phenomenon
With technical and artistic progress, it is possible to make movie animation more and more realistic. In the beginning, a description of human beings in movie animation was not very realistic.
As the new techniques develop -especially techniques of computer animation -it has become possible to have more and more realistic movie-animation description of humans.
In the beginning, this progress towards realism was viewed positively. At first, the resulting progress towards more realistic animation was viewed mostly very positively, both by the critics and by the regular movie goers.
Lately, an increase in realism is often viewed negatively. However, as it became possible to make animation of human beings very realistic -almost real -suddenly, movie goers started viewing this almost-perfect realism as creepy and negative; see, e.g., [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] .
Similarly, robots originally did not look like humans. When it became possible to make them similar to humans, this was at first viewed positively. However, as it has come possible to make robots which look almost exactly like humans, the resulting almost-human robots are perceived as creepy.
But why? To the best of our knowledge, while there are complex psychologybased explanations for this empirical phenomenon, there seems to be no simple and convincing explanation for the observed creepiness.
In this paper, we enhance the arguments presented in [1, 3, 4, 6] and show that physical induction -the basis of all our knowledge about nature -provides a natural explanation for this strange empirical phenomenon.
Physical Induction: A Brief Reminder
Need for predictions. One of the main objectives of science and engineering is to make predictions about the future state of the world. Such predictions enable to use to make decisions for which the resulting future state of the world is the most beneficial for us.
How do we make predictions? We usually make predictions based on perceived laws of nature.
We know that a body left handing in the air will fall down. So, we predict that if we through a ball out of the window, it will eventually reach the pavement below.
We know that the voltage V is equal to the current I times resistance R. So, we predict that if we send a current of 2 milliAmper through a resistor with resistance of 3 kiloOhm, we will observe the difference of voltages on the two sides of this resistor equal to V = I · R = (2 · 10 −3 ) · (3 · 10 3 ) = 6 Volts.
But how we do learn laws of nature: need for physical induction. How do we know that an object left hanging in the air falls down? A simple explanation is that we have observed phenomenon many time.
First time, we may have considered it a coincidence. Second time, we may consider it a coincidence. However, after we have observed the same behavior many time, we end up believing that this is indeed a general law of nature.
Similarly, when Ohm observed that in one experiment, the voltage V was equal to current times resistance, he may have considered it a coincidence. However, after he repeated similar experiments many times and got the same dependence V = I · R every time, after others performed similar experiments and got similar results, we have started believing that the formula V = I · R is indeed a general law of nature.
This reasoning is known as physical induction: after we observe many cases of a certain phenomenon (and no cases in which this phenomenon does not happen), we conclude that this phenomenon will happen in all future situations as well.
Comment. Of course, in reality, physical induction can lead to wrong consequences.
From the purely mathematical viewpoint, this is easy to explain. For example, if we measure weights of different natural objects with high accuracy, the probability of observing something that weighs exactly 1.200 kg is very small. Thus, most probably we will never observed exactly this weight in a first few measurements. However, if we conclude that such weights are not possible, we will be wrong: we can always attain such a weight by taking a similar smaller weight and adding the material gram by gram.
A more serious example is that Newton's physics was confirmed by millions of experiments -however, in the 20th century, it was shown that in some practical situations, the predictions of the Newton's physics are inaccurate: we need to take into account quantum and/or relativistic effects.
In applying physical induction, it is important to take into account that events are never identical. Physical induction is sometimes applied to cases when we have several absolutely identical situations.
However, in most cases, the situations are not absolutely identical, they are slightly different. For example, when we repeatedly suspend bodies in the air, we may have different bodies, suspended at different heights, etc. Similarly, in different experiments that led to Ohm's law, we had resistors made from different metals, of different length, width, different spatial orientation, etc.
In short, physical induction is not (only) about a series of identical situations, it is also about a series of similar situations. If in this series of similar situations, we repeatedly observe the same phenomenon, then we conclude that the same phenomenon will occur in similar situations in the future.
Resulting Explanations of Why Realistic
Animation Is Creepy
Physical induction and our recognition of human beings. Physical induction is not only about physical laws, it is the basic principle underlying our behavior in general.
For example, we learn that if we see some object strongly resembling a human being, then it is indeed a human being -and we should behave accordingly. How do we know this? Many times in the past, whenever we observed something resembling a human being, we found out that it was indeed a human being.
On the other hand, if we see, e.g., an ape -which has some features of a human but not much -we conclude that this is not a human being, and we behave accordingly.
There is a threshold. In other words, there is some threshold similarity degree d 0 , so that:
• if we see an object x whose degree of similarity to humans d h (x) exceeds this threshold value -i.e., for which d h (x) ≥ d 0 -we automatically conclude that this object x is a human being, and behave accordingly;
• on the other hand, if we see an object y for which d h (y) < d 0 , we automatically conclude that this object y is not a human being.
In the natural world, this threshold works well. These two rules work perfectly well in the natural world, since in the natural world:
• we either have human beings x, for which
• or we have objects y which are not human beings and for which
With realistic animation and human-like robots, we get confused. While the above two rules work well in the natural world, it has become possible to come up with animated human beings and/or human-like robots y for which the degree of similarity to human beings d h (y) is very high -namely, higher than the corresponding threshold d 0 . In this case:
• while we know that these are not real human beings,
• our intuition tells us in no uncertain terms that they are.
This contradiction is what makes over-realistic animations and too-human-like robots viewed negatively -as "creepy".
Comment. This is not just about human faces and human figures, it is about a contradiction in general. For example, when I see a teacup, I know that is an inanimate object:
• I can move it from one place to another,
• I can pour tea in it and drink tea from this cup, etc.
I also know that a teacup will not move by itself. Thus, if I observe the cup starting moving by itself -as in horror movies -this will bring in the same negative feelings of "creepiness".
